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WELCOME
As the name suggests, our inspire book has been created to capture your 

imagination as you consider how Island Stone’s exclusive designs can be 

incorporated into your next project. For each of the incredible projects 

showcased within these pages, there are countless other equally impressive 

installations we simply didn’t have room to show you. These can be viewed at

www.islandstone.com, where you will also find in-depth product information 

for each of our products. 

So enjoy the following pages, and we hope you come away… inspired.







RESIDENTIAL
SHOWCASE



UNIQUELY 
MODERN
SOUTHWEST LIVING
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Phoenix is well known for incorporating distinctive 

design approaches into uniquely modern 

southwestern homes. One needs to look no further 

than this incredible residence to see the success of 

such an approach.

With an exterior oasis that contrasts the stark desert 

surround, the interior of the home boasts powerful 

natural stone walls throughout the bedrooms and 

common areas, while the bright open layout of the 

master bathroom showcases how pebbles, wood 

and glass can be combined to create an enviable 

modern environment. 

Island Stone product used:  

- Tropical White Vtile II

- Sandstone Mint Vtile & Large Vtile

- Reed Linear Glass

- Medan Charcoal Absolute Pebble













NATURAL FLOORING 
The subtle curvature and diverse color 

blend of this pebble floor enhances the  

natural feel of this modern kitchen.

Island Stone product used:
- Java Grey Perfect Pebble







PEBBLE  CONTRAST
The versatility of pebbles is highlighted by 

this bathrooms use of French tan, used in 

both it’s classic and on-edge format.

Island Stone product used:
- French Tan Perfect & Stacked Pebble



 LUXURY AT THE

HOUSE 
OF ROCK
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As the name reflects, the 2012 House of Rock is a luxury 

rock inspired redesign of the former home of actress/

singer Kathryn Grayson that pays homage to some of 

the most notable music icons of past and present. 

Looking to infuse that spirit into this landmark home 

in Santa Monica, designer Elaine Culotti and a diverse 

team of other notable designers completely remodeled 

this classic property. Island Stone tiles are used among 

other luxurious and sophisticated materials to create a 

delicious mix of the most indulgent rooms in the world.

Learn more at www.2012houseofrock.com

Island Stone products used:

- Timor White Strip Pebble

- Sanur Mix King Pebble

- French Tan Absolute Pebble









SMOKE KITCHEN
The fluid wedge motif of this Palms 

Glass backsplash transforms this kitchen 

and creates a mesmerizing focal point.

 

Island Stone product used:
- Smoke Palms Glass





THE FLOW OF GLASS  
Large format glass in a non-linear 

design brings desired contrast 

to the inherent geometric structure 

of this modern kitchen.

Island Stone product used:
- Reed Waveline Glass







EFFORTLESS STYLE IN

A TROPICAL 
OASIS
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An Australian homeowners vision of a modern escape 

on the mystic Island of Bali, Indonesia.

Surfaces are the feature in this house. The wide-open 

layout and generous use of natural stone provide a 

comforting respite from the heat and humidity. From 

the large linear stone strips of the living room to the 

powerful glass walls of the master bath, the surfaces tell 

the story of the home, while the furnishings and fixtures 

were chosen to both highlight and compliment these 

original designs.

Island Stone product used: 

- Silver Quartzitic Slate Strip Cladding

- Honed Andesite Solid Tile 

- Temple Lava Rustic II

- Tropical White Rustic II



















SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
The soft tones of these beach glass 

tiles brighten the room and provide 

the perfect backdrop for the 

contrasting dark fixtures.

Island Stone product used:
- Estuary Beach Glass

- Estuary Artifact Glass







OPPOSITES ATTRACT 
The unique personalities of  

Island Stone glass and pebble tiles 

compliment each other perfectly in 

this modern bathroom.

Island Stone product used:
- French Tan Perfect Pebble

- Breeze Boulevard Glass



White, by definition an “absence of color,” plays a more 

important role than its definition might suggest in this 

Pure Silk bathroom. 

Color, light and clarity work in unison to give this 

Northern California bathroom a flawless appearance. 

Light appears to emerge from the subtly textured 

tiled walls, giving the room a unique glow. From this 

achromatic background, the translucent blue shower 

floats among the walls while the fixtures and colored 

objects achieve an unheralded intensity. 

 

Island Stone product used:

- Pure Silk Rectangle Beach Glass

- Spring Rectangle Beach Glass

 A MINIMALIST

UTOPIAN 
BATHROOM
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INCORPORATING 
THE ELEMENTS
In a remarkable vision; wood, metal, 

stone, glass and porcelain are all 

combined effectively in this 

stunning New York bathroom.

Island Stone product used:
- Silver Quartzitic Slate Strip Cladding





RUSTIC CHARM
Overhead lighting perfectly captures 

the powerful relief created by the 

wedge shapes of the Rustic Cladding.

Island Stone product used:
- Sandstone Mint Rustic Cladding





BLACK SAND 
BEACH

BATHROOM
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Created by the violent reaction between lava flow 

and the ocean, black sand beaches are one of natures 

sought after treasures. Often found untouched among 

tropical islands, the dark sand powerfully contrasts the 

lighter colors of trees, plants and surrounding sea. 

This dynamic appeal is emulated through use of dark 

pebbles, flat on the floor and stacked for relief against 

the faux wood porcelain walls. With water pouring in 

various directions and steam rising from the floor, it is 

not hard to imagine oneself experiencing first hand the 

powerful moment as earth, sea and fire meet in a clash 

of the elements. 

 

Island Stone product used: 

- Medan Charcoal Perfect Pebble

- Medan Charcoal Stacked Pebble









2012 BEST BATH
NKBA’s ‘2012 Best Bath’ highlights the 

powerful results of using original tiles 

for accenting high profile areas in a 

modern bathroom.

Island Stone product used:
- Fresh  Mini Waveline

- Maluku Tan Pebble Border



A PLAY ON LIGHT
Well thought out lighting accentuates 

and adds drama to the textured 

surface of this Strip clad wall. 

Island Stone product used:
- Himachal White Strip Cladding







COMMERCIAL
SHOWCASE





A PROGRESSIVE VISION

BROUGHT 
TO LIFE 
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The remarkable design of the Edge Restaurant, a Denver 

steakhouse, was the work of Mr. John Carney who is a 

founding principle of Carney Logan Burke Architects. 

The vision of Mr. Carney takes the natural relief of the 

rustic cladding into an original geometric pattern. With 

the clean lines of the dark wood interior contrasting 

this powerful feature wall, the Edge interior perfectly 

encapsulates the dining experience of this progressive 

American steakhouse. One of the most distinct 

attributes of the design is the variation in direction of lay 

and the random angles of the joints. This feature insures 

that no section of the wall appears to be repeated. 

A truly custom design. 

Island Stone product used:

- Black Rustic Cladding







MODERN EXTRAVAGANCE 
The trendsetting Andrew Stefanou 

Salon and Spa’s use of Random Tile 

reflects how the design’s seamless 

pattern can be incorporated into 

the most modern design.

Island Stone product used:
- Grey Marble Random Tile





THE MISSING PIECE
Big Sur’s famously romantic Glen 

Oaks hotel uses Random Tile 

flooring to set the stage for these 

naturally inspired cabins.

Island Stone product used:
- Forest Marble Mix Random Tile





 RE-ENVISIONING

PEBBLE
DESIGN
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The luxurious Spa in Miami’s glamorous Eden Rock 

Hotel offers an alluring escape to guests and celebrities 

alike. Standing out in the ever-evolving Miami Beach 

hospitality market is a challenge that is easily overcome 

through Eden Roc’s creative use of the exclusive 

Alpine Pebble. 

Perfect Pebble and Strip Pebble are seamlessly 

integrated throughout the spa. While the feature walls 

and banisters embrace the directional appeal of the 

Strip Pebble, the natural pattern of Perfect Pebble prove 

an excellent choice for surfacing the floor and borders.

The inherent variation of the Alpine Pebble’s schist 

structure acts as a organic backdrop all punctuated by 

green plants suspended from the ceiling.

Island Stone product used: 

-Alpine Perfect Pebble

-Alpine Strip Pebble









LIGHTING EFFECTS
In the lobby of The Hotel at Arundel 

Preserve, natural light and downlights 

cast distinctively different shadows 

and patterns across the cladding’s 

wedge relief.

Island Stone product used:
- Sandstone Mint Rustic Cladding







RUGGED HOSPITALITY 
The wedge relief and rugged 

split-face surface of Vtile Cladding 

perfectly compliment the personality 

of the Iron Horse Bar and Grill 

in Missoula.

Island Stone product used:
- Copper Quartzitic Slate Vtile



CONTEMPORARY NATIVE 
AMERICAN

DESIGN
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The design of the award winning Northern Quest 

Casino & Resort outside Spokane reflects the Kalispel 

tribe’s close association with the natural surroundings

of The Great Northwest.

The resort offers a unique experience, from the natural 

stone and pebbles utilized in their spa to the variations 

of custom glass blends woven throughout the resort. 

Island Stone designs are an essential element to 

creating the luxurious, relaxed experience for which 

Northern Quest is famous for providing.

Island Stone product used:

- Medan Charcoal Perfect Pebble

- Medan Charcoal Stacked Pebble

- Sand Linear Glass

- Custom Blends Linear Glass

- Grey Marble Random Tile













NATURAL VIBES
A premier retailer’s use of natural 

stones on both the prominent pillars 

and the interior walls enhance the 

earthy customer experience of their 

retail locations nationwide.

Island Stone product used:
- Himachal White Strip Cladding







FIRESIDE COMFORT
The Vtile Cladding’s ability to work 

on any scale is beautifully 

demonstrated by this generously 

proportioned fireplace in the trendy 

lobby of the Flats Atlas Apartments 

in Washington DC.

Island Stone product used:
- Sandstone Mint Rustic Cladding



the most exciting tiles and 
claddings in the world™ 





For further information or your nearest supplier, please visit :

islandstone.com
Note: While every effort has been made to capture a true likeness to color, color samples and photographs seen in this publication may not be 

an exact color match of product. All images © Island Stone International Ltd, 2012.  |   © Island Stone International Ltd, 2012. All r ights reserved.
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